MUNICIPAL RESOLUTION NO. 136-B  
Series of 2011

A RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING THE MUNICIPAL MAYOR, HON. STRIKE B. REVILLA, TO PURCHASE A SECOND HAND VACUUM TRUCK FROM THE MUNICIPAL DISASTER RISK REDUCTION MANAGEMENT FUND FOR THE USE OF THE MUNICIPAL GOVERNMENT DUE TO PROHIBITIVE COST OF A NEW ONE.


WHEREAS, the Municipal Government of Bacoor is actively implementing its flood mitigation program by investing on various equipment and infrastructure designed to clean-up the Municipality’s various waterways.

WHEREAS, one such equipment is a vacuum truck that will be used to dredge heavily silted rivers and esteros within the Municipality.

WHEREAS, initial enquiries made by the Municipal Engineering Office as to the cost of the said vacuum truck revealed that a brand new unit has a price tag of no less than Sixteen Million Pesos (PhP16,000,000.00).

WHEREAS, due to the prohibitive cost of a brand new vacuum truck, the Municipal Mayor requested the council to authorize him to purchase a second hand vacuum truck which is more cost-effective.

NOW, THEREFORE, upon joint and unanimous motion of the Sangguniang Bayan in regular session assembled, BE IT RESOLVED AS IT IS HEREBY RESOLVED to authorize the Municipal Mayor, Hon. Strike B. Revilla, to purchase a second hand fully-reconditioned vacuum truck from the Municipal Disaster Risk Reduction Management Fund due to the prohibitive cost of a new one.
RESOLVED LASTLY, to furnish MDRRMC and all government offices concerned with copies of this resolution.

ADOPTED this 22nd day of August 2011 at Bacoor, Cavite in regular session assembled.

I hereby certify the truth and correctness of the foregoing Resolution.

Certified by:

HON. EDWIN G. GAWARAN
Municipal Councilor/Acting Presiding Officer

Attested by:

ATTY. KHALID A. ATEGA, JR.
Sangguniang Bayan Secretary

Approved by:

HON. STRIKE B. REVILLA, PhD
Municipal Mayor